The Rescue 21 radio communications system utilizes direction-finding, digital-selective calling and high quality audio recording and playback to transform the efficiency of Coast Guard search and rescue operations.

The system is designed to provide a line of bearing from the radio tower to the source of any VHF radio call that it receives. This direction-finding capability provides the Coast Guard with lines of bearing to boaters who may not be able to provide accurate positions.

Rescue 21’s direction-finding capability also helps identify potential hoax radio calls, preventing waste and diversion of resources needed for actual emergencies.

The system supports digital-selective calling, which allows mariners with registered DSC-capable radios to transmit vessel information to the Coast Guard in emergencies. Digital-selective calling support and direction-finding capability help the Coast Guard locate and assist distressed vessels more quickly.

Rescue 21 also features high quality audio and automatically records the transmissions it receives. Watchstanders can instantaneously replay radio calls and clarify the sound quality with system tools that reduce background noise and amplify voices.

Rescue 21 is operational along the entire Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts of the continental United States, the shores of the Great Lakes and the coasts of Hawaii and several U.S. territories. The coastal phase of the program is operational. Modified versions of the system for Alaska and along western rivers are expected to be complete in 2017.